TOWARDS  A   DEMOCRATIC  REPUBLIC
children, and for the appeal made by the pretender to all be-
lievers in real autocracy. But when all this has been admitted,
the fact remains that Louis Napoleon would have been
helpless without the considerable support he received from
powerful elements in the democratic ranks. Paradoxical as it
may appear, it was on Republicans that the Bonapartist regime
really rested.
There are, we believe, three explanations of this apparent
paradox. It is easy to be wise after the event, and to see in the
exiled ex-prisoner Louis Napoleon Bonaparte the Emperor
Napoleon III. and the sinister associations of the Coup dy£tat
and the Second Empire, and to forget that he began by
appearing both as a Liberal, not to say a Radical, and as
a social reformer. In his presentation of the Napoleonic
system, both as it was and as he meant to restore it,1 Louis
Napoleon always stressed the fact that it existed only as an
expression of popular sovereignty, that it sprang from and
must work for the people: Napoleon himself stood for the
Revolution, and only Waterloo prevented the transformation
of his rule into one of constitutionalism and Liberalism; his
nephew would realize the Liberal ambitions, and carry out
the great schemes of social amelioration which he had out-
lined in his Pensees sur F Extinction du Pauperisme. It matters
little at this stage to discuss the sincerity of those protestations,
or the historical accuracy of the picture of a liberally minded
Napoleon ; what is certain is that it needed considerable
acumen to see through their hollowness, if hollow they were,
whereas they could not but make a strong appeal. All those
who were really concerned with social questions and with
political freedom were bound to feel here was someone
refreshingly different from Guizot with his double slogan:
" Enrichissez-vous " and " II n'y a pas de jour pour le suffrage
ujtiiversel."
Nor was this all. Readers will remember how we stressed the
nationalist and even warlike character of French democracy,
the widespread restlessness against the peaceful " inglorious "
foreign policy of the Monarchy, the protests against the refusal
i In tke Ideesliberales (1832).
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